SWIFT Platform Evolution: Introducing
Transaction Management
Report on Customer Pilot for Transaction
Manager
This document details the process and outcome of the customer pilot for Transaction Manager.
Note: The customer pilot for Transaction Manager was completed in July 2022 ahead of the general availability of
Transaction Manager for community testing on the FINplus Pilot Future service.
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Introduction

Preface
About this document
This document details the process and outcome of the customer pilot for Transaction
Manager organised between February 2022 and July 2022.
SWIFT-defined terms
The terms that are not defined in this document (see appendix glossary section) can be
found in the SWIFT-defined terms in the SWIFT Glossary.
Related information
The following documentation and resources require, at minimum, an active swift.com profile
and login. In some cases, they may require additional permissions.
SWIFT platform evolution: Connectivity guidance
Transaction Manager Business Processing Rules
Transaction Manager Operations Guide
Transaction Manager-related documentation is available on the SWIFT platform evolution
support page and in the Transaction Manager page of the Knowledge Centre
Details of the translation rules for ISO 20022 messages in scope of the CBPR+ market
practice in MyStandards
ISO 20022 In-flow Translation Service Overview
Message Format Validation Rules (MFVR)
SWIFTNet Network Validation Rules for ISO 20022
SWIFT Glossary
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Executive summary
SWIFT Platform Evolution – Introducing Transaction Management
Customer Pilot for Transaction Manager
The SWIFT platform is evolving to enable instant, frictionless payments globally, and
significantly improve the correspondent banking customer experience. The enhanced
platform brings transaction management capabilities, unlocking huge opportunities for
SWIFT’s community by supporting faster, more reliable transactions and better, richer data.
Institutions can also seek to fully realise the benefits of ISO 20022 adoption for cross-border
payments and reporting (CBPR+).
Rather than a sequential exchange of messages, the platform will maintain full transaction
data centrally and preserve its integrity throughout the business process. The aim is to
reduce end-to-end friction, and to ensure that data that accompanies a payment, which is
critical for the provision of value-added services, is available where it is needed.
Transaction management brings specific benefits in the context of the SWIFT community’s
adoption of ISO 20022 for cross-border payments and reporting (CBPR+). This will take
place over three years, during which time today’s MT formats for cross-border payments will
coexist with ISO 20022, which supports richer, more granular data.
The first release of the Transaction Manager software was successfully piloted in July 2022
with eighteen banks. The pilot objectives were twofold. The first was validation by pilot
banks of their ability to process end-to-end payments handled by Transaction Manager
through the testing of realistic business scenarios with a representative set of banks. The
second was validation of Transaction Manager readiness for the start of community testing
in September 2022.
To achieve these two objectives, SWIFT and the participating banks worked together from
February until July 2022. Twenty business scenarios were defined and reviewed by the
eighteen banks, covering customer credit transfers and financial institution (FI) transfers,
with and without underlying cover payments. Those scenarios tested interoperability
between MX and MT messaging banks. They also validated Transaction Manager’s ability
to create and preserve a rich transaction copy and make it accessible to all transaction
parties, with updates governed by the data integrity rules defined with the community of
experts.
Once the scenarios were defined, banks were grouped in teams of three to four banks
according to their business roles in cross-border payment transactions and to ensure a mix
between MX and MT participants, so that all scenarios would be concurrently tested by
three different teams.
The pilot banks executed the defined scenarios in July as planned. All twenty test scenarios
were executed successfully end to end by at least two different teams.
Both pilot phase objectives were met. Participants were able to process end-to-end
customer credit transfers and FI transfers, with and without underlying cover payment, with
Transaction Manager handling the message exchange and ensuring availability of the
transaction data to all participants. Transaction Manager readiness for community testing
has also been confirmed, with more than 53,000 messages exchanged by pilot participants,
users validating access to the transaction copy using the Tracker GUI and no operational
issues observed during the pilot phase.
All pilot phase findings and lessons learned have been reviewed and will be addressed
before the start of the Transaction Manager community testing.
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For interested customers, this report further details the Transaction Manager pilot scope,
participants, plan, and approach as well as the observed outcomes and findings.
SWIFT is thankful to the eighteen participating banks in the Transaction Manager pilot for
their effort and commitment in preparing for and executing this pilot and providing
constructive feedback prior to the start of community testing.
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1 Introduction
Cross-border Payments and Reporting Plus (CBPR+)
specifications define how ISO 20022 will be used for crossborder payments and cash reporting on the SWIFT network.
Background
As part of the adoption of ISO 20022 for CBPR+, SWIFT has already deployed the In-flow
Translation service ensuring format interoperability and allowing banks to move at their own
pace between March 2023 and November 2025.
The enhanced SWIFT platform will introduce end-to-end transaction management features
on top of SWIFT's messaging and In-flow Translation services. The purpose of Transaction
Manager is to improve end-to-end process efficiency by implementing business processing
rules defined in consultation with a set of community experts, and to ensure that complete
transaction data is preserved through the end-to-end process. Transaction Manager
processes and maintains a copy of the transaction data centrally at SWIFT, preserving rich
ISO 20022 data and mediating between users of different protocols and formats.
As part of platform roll-out activities and in preparation for Transaction Manager testing by
the wider SWIFT community starting end September 2022, SWIFT conducted a pilot phase
with a limited number of customers.
Transaction Manager pilot objectives
The Transaction Manager pilot phase aimed to achieve the following objectives:
-

-

Customer validation of the ability to process end-to-end payments processed by
Transaction Manager
o Covering realistic business scenarios including customer credit transfers and FI
transfers, with and without underlying cover payments
o Exchanged by agents with different ISO 20022 readiness levels, some adopting
MX natively while others will remain on MT and intend to leverage the multiformat messages provided by the In-flow Translation service
o Exercising the Transaction Manager business processing rules to preserve the
ISO 20022 rich transaction data
o Seamless integration between gpi and Transaction Manager via the
confirmation of credit to the Tracker
Validation of Transaction Manager readiness for start of community testing in
September 2022 including:
o Deployment of Transaction Manager in a test environment and validation that
the various components are interacting flawlessly
o Test Transaction Manager against realistic business scenarios involving
customer interactions
o Validate the execution of Transaction Manager’s data integrity rules in a real
business context
o Assess availability and stability of Transaction Manager in the test environment

Transaction Manager pilot timeline
The pilot phase formally started in February 2022 after the selection of pilot participants was
completed. Preparation for the pilot phase lasted until June 2022 and the pilot was executed
in July 2022.
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2 Pilot Participants and their Roles
In November 2021, SWIFT selected a number of banks to join
the pilot, ensuring that the pilot participants would form a
representative subset of SWIFT community.
The pilot selection process identified participants with the following profile:
ISO 20022 participants who have already tested ISO 20022 message exchange on the
FINplus pilot service and have prepared some of their internal systems to process
CBPR+ ISO 20022 messages either natively or after translation on their premises. They
plan to send and receive ISO 20022 transactions from the CBPR+ live date.
MT participants who have decided to continue sending and receiving MT messages
after the CBPR+ live date. Some of them had not yet upgraded their interface to FINplus
(six participants) and a dedicated workstream during the pilot aimed to guide them
through this process.
A combination of global transaction banks mixed with regional or domestic
institutions
gpi and non-gpi institutions
International representation from all geographies: EMEA, Americas, APAC
Participants using a variety of connection options, including messaging interfaces from
different suppliers and connecting via a service bureau. From the final participants’
group:
o about a half are Alliance Access users
o about a quarter are Alliance Messaging Hub users
o about a quarter are using a mix of messaging interfaces from various suppliers
o one participant connects via a Service Bureau

-

-

-

In January 2022, eighteen banks agreed to participate. All participants completed a
registration form that requested confirmation of participation. The main details that banks
supplied included those such as:
– What role they intended to play in the pilot – Debtor Agent, Intermediary Agent or Creditor
Agent
– What format they would use as part of the pilot (MX or MT)
– BICs and Distinguished Names (DNs) that would be used during the test scenarios. In
total, pilot banks registered 29 BICs to the pilot, representative of their respective market
and payment engine:
– Planned interface product and release version to be used for the pilot
– Agreement to legal terms
With the completion of the registration forms and consultation with each participant, the
following profiles and roles were confirmed.

Bank

Profile

Pilot role

ATB Financial (Canada)

MT

Creditor Agent

Banco Mercantil del Norte
(Banorte Mexico)

MT

Creditor Agent

Bank Leumi

MT

Intermediary Agent and
Creditor Agent

Bank of Montreal

ISO

Debtor Agent and
Creditor Agent

November 2022
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Intermediary Agent and
Creditor Agent
Debtor Agent,
Intermediary Agent and
Creditor Agent
Intermediary Agent and
Creditor Agent

BNP Paribas

ISO/MT

BNY Mellon

ISO

BPER BANCA S.P.A. (Italy)

MT

Bundesbank

ISO

Debtor Agent and
Creditor Agent

Citibank

ISO

Debtor Agent and
Intermediary Agent

Deutsche Bank

ISO

Debtor Agent and
Intermediary Agent

Emirates NBD

MT

Intermediary Agent

Goldman Sachs

ISO

Debtor Agent and
Creditor Agent

HSBC

ISO

Intermediary Agent and
Creditor Agent

JPMorgan Chase

ISO

Debtor Agent and
Intermediary Agent

Société Générale

ISO

Debtor Agent and
Intermediary Agent

State Bank of India

ISO

Debtor Agent and
Creditor Agent

UCO (India)

MT

Intermediary Agent

Wells Fargo

ISO

Debtor Agent and
Intermediary Agent
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3 Transaction Manager Pilot Scope
The main CBPR+ payment instruments were in scope of the pilot.
Note: Transaction Manager was still in development when the pilot plan was rolled out and
the Transaction Manager customer expert group reviewed and enhanced several
functionalities in tandem.
The pilot was defined with the following scope:
-

Mimic community diversity of ISO 20022 and MT agents exchanging cross-border
payments after the CBPR+ live date
Real-life test scenarios covering customer credit transfers, cover flows and FI transfers
(see message list in the appendix section)
Transactions initiated as CBPR+ ISO 20022 and containing rich data
Application of Transaction Manager data integrity rules, including attempts from
intermediary agents to update data elements that are editable, conditionally editable,
synchronized and locked
Receive MX with embedded MT (multi-format MX)
Ability to consume translated and truncated data from In-flow Translation service
Transactions received by the Creditor Agent are confirmed to the gpi Tracker after
execution
Display of transaction copy via Tracker GUI
All data is exchanged on FINplus Pilot Future, message samples use test accounts and
fictional customer details
SWIFT’s Transaction Screening Service is part of some test cases
No traffic ramp-up by filtering the Unique End-to-end Transaction Reference (UETR) (all
data sent by participants was routed to Transaction Manager)

The following diagram sets out the scope of the pilot (with a pacs.008/009 example):

-

November 2022

A Debtor Agent generates and sends a CBPR+ compliant MX message (pacs.008,
pacs.009 CORE, pacs.009 COV) on FINplus
Transaction Manager validates the message, creates the transaction copy and forwards
the message to the next agent
An Intermediary Agent receives and processes the multi-format MX message (i.e.
pacs.008, pacs.009 CORE, pacs.009 COV + MT103/202/202 COV) and either
generates a CBPR+ MX message or MT message toward the Creditor Agent
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Transaction Manager receives the message, applies the data integrity rules and
updates the transaction copy accordingly before forwarding the resulting message to the
Creditor Agent
A Creditor Agent receives and processes a multi-format MX message and confirms
crediting the creditor’s account with a tracker confirmation (ACCC sent via Tracker GUI,
MT, trck or API). Where there is a cover payment, the Cover Creditor Agent also
confirms crediting the servicing account with a tracker confirmation.
Transaction Manager updates the transaction copy with the account credit confirmation
and completes the transaction

The following areas were out of scope of the pilot. These related to features that were either
optional in the pilot environment or were still in development at the start of the pilot or are
not part of the introduction of transaction management.
-

November 2022

Usage of RMA authorisations
Transactions with legs not on SWIFT
Transaction Manager APIs
Payment market infrastructure (PMI) legs (on and outside of SWIFT)
Transactions starting with a PMI leg followed by a FIN cross-border MT leg or starting
with a FIN cross-border MT leg
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4 The Pilot Plan
From February 2022 onwards, all pilot participants worked
together with SWIFT. Regular working group meetings were
organised. Where required, bilateral meetings with participants
were also held.
The following key dates were defined to ensure that SWIFT and all pilot participants were
ready to execute the pilot test scenarios in July 2022.

February 8 - March 31
Pilot participants’ preparation including scenario description and sharing sample data.
Interface upgrade for those not yet connected to the FINplus Pilot Future service
April 1 - May 31
Scenario qualification and readiness workshops with pilot participants
April 15 – May 15
FINplus connectivity test after interface upgrade
June 1 – June 30
One-to-one meetings to ensure final preparation
Rehearsal of pilot execution plan
July 5-8
Dry-run: message exchange between pilot participants and test receiving messages
processed by Transaction Manager
July 11-28
Execution of pilot test scenarios
August
Analyse pilot findings and prepare pilot report
September
Publication of Transaction Manager pilot report

November 2022
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5 Pilot test scenarios
Twenty test scenarios were reviewed and agreed with the pilot
banks.
The Transaction Manager pilot phase encompassed twenty test scenarios covering
customer credit transfer and FI transfers, with and without underlying cover payments.
Those scenarios were designed and reviewed with the pilot banks, to ensure they were
representative of and realistic in the context of cross-border payments and to ensure that
they were testing Transaction Manager’s data integrity rules.
The below section covers the various test scenarios executed for customer credit transfer,
cover payments, FI transfer and STP payments. More detailed descriptions of each scenario
can be found in the appendix section.

5.1 Customer Credit Transfer
Eight scenarios cover the scope of serial payments (pacs.008, MT 103).
Test ID

TID 1

Use Case

Debtor Agent (Bank A)

End to End Serial payment
•
Used only in pilot dry-run

Sends CBPR+ pacs.008
over FINplus

TID 2

Sends CBPR+ pacs.008
•
over FINplus
Bank A includes the
clearing code of Bank
•
C
•

TID 6

N/A

N/A

Consumes Multi-format
message pacs.008+ MT103
over FINplus
ISO Intermediary: sends
pacs.008 over FINplus
without adding the clearing
code
MT Intermediary: sends
MT103 over FIN without
adding the clearing code in
F57A

N/A

•

Consumes Multi-format
message pacs.008+ MT103
over FINplus
Changes the Settlement Date

N/A

Consumes Multi-format
message pacs.008+ MT103
over FINplus
Change the Charge Bearer
from DEBT/OUR to
SHAR/SHA

N/A

Sends CBPR+ pacs.008
•
over FINplus

Serial payment with one •
Intermediary
Change the Charge Bearer

Sends CBPR+ pacs.008
•
over FINplus

Serial payment with one •
Intermediary
From Structured to
Unstructured Remittance

Sends CBPR+ pacs.008
•
over FINplus with
Structured Remittance
•

Consumes Multi-format
message pacs.008+ MT103
over FINplus
ISO Intermediary: Sends MX
with unstructured information
MT Intermediary: Sends MT
103 as received

N/A

Serial payment with one •
Intermediary
Changes Ultimate Creditor

Sends CBPR+ pacs.008
•
over FINplus

Consumes Multi-format
message pacs.008+ MT103
over FINplus
ISO Intermediary: modify the
Ultimate Creditor
MT Intermediary: modify
:70:/ULTB/

N/A

Consumes Multi-format
pacs.008 + MT 103 over
FINplus
Removes D intermediary
ISO Intermediary: sends
pacs.008 to C over FINplus
MT Intermediary: sends
MT103 to C over FIN

N/A

•

•

•
•

Update (delete) of the •
Intermediary in the
payment chain
•
TID 7

November 2022

Sends CBPR+ pacs.008
•
over FINplus to Bank B
A does add Intermediary
B and D in MX

•
•
•

Serial payment with one •
Intermediary
Change Settlement Date

TID 4

TID 5

Intermediary
Agent 2 (Bank
D)

•
•
Serial payment with one •
Intermediary
Vanilla test case
•
Omits clearing code

TID 3

Intermediary Agent 1 (Bank
B)

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Creditor Agent (Bank
C)

Transaction Manager
behaviour

Consumes Multi-format
message pacs.008 +
MT103 over FINplus
Credits the Creditor
Confirms to Tracker

Creates Transaction Copy

Consumes Multi-format
pacs.008 + MT103 over
FINplus
Credits the Creditor
Confirms to Tracker

Creates and updates
Transaction Copy
Transaction manager
delivers the data provided
by the last sender (data
element not subject to
specific rule)

Consumes Multi-format
pacs.008 + MT103 over
FINplus
Credits the Creditor
Confirms to Tracker

Creates and updates
Transaction Copy
Transaction Manager
accepts the date change
and delivers the data
provided by the last sender
(editable data element)

Consumes Multi-format
pacs.008 + MT103 over
FINplus
Credits the Creditor
Confirms to Tracker

Creates and updates
Transaction Copy
Transaction Manager
accepts the charges bearer
change and delivers the
data provided by the last
sender (editable data
element)

Consumes Multi-format
pacs.008 + MT103 over
FINplus
Credits the Creditor
Confirms to Tracker

Creates and updates
Transaction Copy
Transaction Manager
applies the data integrity
rule related to Remittance
Information (see
Transaction Manager
Business Processing Rules
for details)

Consumes Multi-format
pacs.008 + MT103 over
FINplus
Credits the Creditor
Confirms to Tracker

Creates and updates
Transaction Copy
Transaction Manager keeps
the original Ultimate
Creditor (locked data
element)

Consumes Multi-format
pacs.008 + MT103 over
FINplus
Credits the Creditor
Confirms to Tracker

Creates and updates
Transaction Copy
Transaction Manager
accepts the change and
delivers the data provided
by the last sender (editable
data element)
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Test ID

Use Case

Debtor Agent (Bank A)

Creditor Agent has changed
•
agent. Intermediary
forwards to the new
•
Intermediary Agent

Sends CBPR+ pacs.008
•
over FINplus to Bank B
A does not know about
Intermediary D
•
•

TID 8
•

Pilot test scenarios

Intermediary Agent 1 (Bank
B)
Consumes Multi-format •
pacs.008 + MT 103 over
FINplus
•
Adds D as new Intermediary
Bank B changes the
EndToEnd Reference
ISO Intermediary: sends
pacs.008 to D over FINplus•
MT Intermediary: sends
MT103 to D over FIN
•

Intermediary
Agent 2 (Bank
D)
D is new
•
Intermediary
Consumes
Multi-format •
pacs.008+ •
MT103 over
FINplus
Sends
pacs.008 to C
over FINplus
Or sends
MT103 to C
over FIN

Creditor Agent (Bank
C)

Transaction Manager
behaviour

Consumes Multi-format
pacs.008 + MT103 over
FINplus
Credits the Creditor
Confirms to Tracker

Creates and updates
Transaction Copy
Transaction Manager keeps
the original EndToEnd
Reference (locked data
element) and updates the
Intermediary Agent
(editable data element)

5.2 Cover payment
Five scenarios cover the scope of cover payments (pacs.008, pacs.009 COV, MT 103, MT
202 COV).
Note: Where there is a cover flow with a single Intermediary receiving the pacs.009 COV,
this Intermediary is acting as both the Cover Debtor Agent and Cover Creditor Agent as it
services both accounts of the Debtor Agent and the Creditor Agent.
Note: The notification of credit was out of scope of the pilot and was not sent by the Cover
Creditor Agent (camt.054, MT 910). The Creditor Agent did act as if they received this
notification from their account servicing agent and confirmed to the tracker the credit of
funds to the creditor’s account.
Test ID

TID 9

Debtor Agent (Bank
A)

Cover Debtor Agent
(Bank B)

Cover Creditor
Agent (Bank D)

Cover Payment with one
Intermediary.
Vanilla test case
Cover Creditor’s account
held at Intermediary

Sends CBPR+
pacs.008 over FINplus
to Bank C
Sends CBPR+
pacs.009 COV over
FINplus to Bank B

Consumes Multi-format
pacs.009 COV + MT202
COV over FINplus
Credits C’s account
Confirms to Tracker

N/A

Consumes Multi-format
pacs.008 + MT103 over
FINplus
Receives credit notification
from Bank B
Credits the Creditor
Confirms to Tracker

Creates and updates
Transaction Copy
Transaction Manager
synchronizes the underlying
transaction details in the
pacs.009 COV with the
associated pacs.008 advice
(synchronised data
elements)

Cover payment through 2
Cover Agents
Vanilla test case

Sends CBPR+
pacs.008 over FINplus
to Bank C
Sends CBPR+
pacs.009 COV over
FINplus to Bank B

Consumes Multi-format
pacs.009 COV + MT202
COV over FINplus
Sends the pacs.009 COV
to Cover Creditor Agent D

Consumes Multiformat pacs.009
COV + MT202 COV
from B over FINplus
Credits C’s account
Confirms to Tracker

Consumes Multi-format
pacs.008 + MT103 over
FINplus
Receives credit notification
from Bank D
Credits the Creditor
Confirms to Tracker

Creates and updates
Transaction Copy
Transaction Manager
synchronizes the underlying
transaction details in the
pacs.009 COV with the
associated pacs.008 advice
(synchronised data
elements)

End customer credited
without receiving the
Cover payment

Sends CBPR+
pacs.008 over FINplus
to Bank C
Sends CBPR+
pacs.009 COV over
FINplus to Bank B

Consumes Multi-format
pacs.009 COV + MT202
COV over FINplus
Bank B does not send
Notification of Credit
camt.054/MT910 to Bank C
right away (sends D+1)
Confirms to Tracker (D+1)

N/A

Consumes Multi-format
pacs.008 + MT103 over
FINplus
Credits the Creditor without
receiving the Cover
Confirms to Tracker
Receives credit notification
from Bank B

Creates and updates
Transaction Copy
Transaction Manager
synchronizes the underlying
transaction details in the
pacs.009 COV with the
associated pacs.008 advice
(synchronised data
elements)

Cover payment where a
new Cover Creditor
Agent is added by
Cover Debtor Agent

Sends CBPR+
pacs.008 over FINplus
to Bank C
Sends CBPR+
pacs.009 COV over
FINplus to Bank B

Consumes Multi-format
message pacs.009 COV +
MT202 COV over FINplus
Adds a new Cover Creditor
Agent and sends the
pacs.009 COV to Bank D

Consumes Multiformat pacs.009
COV + MT202 COV
from B over FINplus
Credits C’s account
Confirms Cover to
Tracker

Consumes Multi-format
pacs.008 + MT103 over
FINplus
Receives the Notification of
Credit from Bank D
Credits the Creditor
Confirms to Tracker

Creates Transaction Copy
Transaction Manager
delivers the Cover data
provided by the last sender
(editable data element) and
synchronizes the underlying
transaction details in the
pacs.009 COV with the
associated pacs.008 advice
(synchronised data
elements)

Send Cover Payment
before sending the CCT
advice message.
Underlying Customer
Credit Transfer sent D+1

Sends CBPR+
pacs.009 COV over
FINplus to Bank B
Sends CBPR+
pacs.008 over FINplus
(delayed) to Bank C

Consumes Multi-format
pacs.009 COV+ MT202
COV over FINplus
Credits C’s account
Does not confirm Cover to
Tracker as pacs.009 COV

N/A

Receives the Notification of
Credit from Bank B
Bank C has not received yet
the pacs.008
Optionally opens an
investigation with B

Creates Transaction Copy
with pacs.009 COV and
updates with the details of
the pacs.008 and
synchronizes the underlying
transaction details in the

Use Case

TID 10

TID 11

TID 12

TID 13

November 2022
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Test ID

Debtor Agent (Bank
A)

Use Case

Cover Debtor Agent
(Bank B)

Pilot test scenarios
Cover Creditor
Agent (Bank D)

is not tracked until
pacs.008 is tracked

Creditor Agent (Bank C)
pacs.008 arrives: consumes
Multi-format pacs.008 +
MT103 over FINplus
Credits the Creditor
Confirms to Tracker

Transaction Manager
behaviour
pacs.009 COV with the
associated pacs.008 advice
(synchronised data
elements)

5.3 Financial Institution transfer
Six scenarios cover the scope of FI transfer (pacs.009 CORE, MT 202).
Note: for FI transfer, there are differences in how the ISO 20022 for CBPR+ specification
identifies the agents compared to serial payments. The instructing bank is the Debtor, the
intermediary account servicing parties are Debtor Agent and Creditor Agent, and the
beneficiary bank is the Creditor.
Where there is a single Intermediary, it is acting as both the Debtor Agent and Creditor
Agent as it services both accounts of the Debtor and the Creditor banks

Test ID

TID 14

TID 15

Transaction Manager
behaviour

Use Case

Debtor (Bank A)

Debtor Agent (Bank B)

Creditor Agent (Bank D)

Creditor (Bank C)

FI Transfer with no
intermediaries
Used only in pilot dry-run

Sends CBPR+
pacs.009 CORE over
FINplus to Bank C

N/A

N/A

Consumes Multi-format
message pacs.009
CORE + MT202 over
FINplus

Creates Transaction Copy

FI Transfer with one Debtor
Agent
Vanilla test case

Sends CBPR+
pacs.009 CORE over
FINplus to Bank B

Consumes Multi-format
message pacs.009
CORE+ MT202 over
FINplus
Sends pacs.009 CORE
Sends MT202
Confirms to Tracker

N/A

Consumes Multi- format
CORE + MT202 over
FINplus from Bank B

Creates and updates
Transaction Copy

FI Transfer with one Debtor
Agent
Change of a Party field

Sends CBPR+
pacs.009 CORE over
FINplus to Bank B
Creditor is Name &
Address

Consumes Multi-format
message pacs.009
CORE+ MT202 over
FINplus
Intermediary changes
Creditor to BIC
Sends pacs.009 CORE
Sends MT202
Confirms to Tracker

N/A

Consumes Multi- format
CORE + MT202 over
FINplus from Bank B

Creates and updates
Transaction Copy
Transaction Manager
accepts the value
provided by last agent
(conditionally editable
element)

FI Transfer with one
intermediary
Omits Remittance

Sends CBPR+
pacs.009 CORE over
FINplus to Bank B

Consumes Multi-format
message pacs.009
CORE+ MT202 over
FINplus
ISO agent: sends
pacs.009 CORE without
Remittance
MT agent: sends MT 202
without Remittance
Confirms to Tracker

N/A

Consumes Multi- format
CORE + MT202 over
FINplus from Bank B

Creates and updates
Transaction Copy
Transaction Manager
applies the data integrity
rule related to Remittance
Information (see
Transaction Manager
Business Processing
Rules for details)

FI Transfer with one
intermediary
Modified Remittance

Sends CBPR+
pacs.009 CORE over
FINplus to Bank B

Consumes Multi-format
message pacs.009
CORE+ MT202 over
FINplus
ISO agent: sends
pacs.009 with modified
Remittance
MT agent: sends MT 202
without Remittance
Confirms to Tracker

N/A

Consumes Multi- format
CORE + MT202 over
FINplus from Bank B

Creates and updates
Transaction Copy
Transaction Manager
applies the data integrity
rule related to Remittance
Information (see
Transaction Manager
Business Processing
Rules for details)

TID 16

TID 17

TID 18

November 2022

No specific field is
updated
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Test ID
Use Case

Debtor (Bank A)

Debtor Agent (Bank B)

Creditor Agent (Bank D)

Creditor (Bank C)

Adds new Intermediary in
the payment chain

Sends CBPR+
pacs.009 CORE over
FINplus to Bank B
Creditor, Bank C:
Free Text

Consumes Multi-format
pacs.009 CORE
Bank B adds the BIC of
Bank C
ISO Agent: sends the
pacs.009 CORE to a new
Creditor Agent D over
FINplus
MT Agent: sends the MT
202 to a new Creditor
Agent D over FIN

New Creditor Agent.
Consumes Multi- format
pacs.009 CORE + MT202
Send pacs.009 CORE or
MT202 to Bank C
Confirms to Tracker

Consumes Multi-format
pacs.009 CORE +
MT202

TID 19

Transaction Manager
behaviour
Creates and updates
Transaction Copy
Transaction manager
accepts and delivers the
data provided by the last
sender (editable data
element)

Note: TID20 was removed during the pilot execution.

5.4 STP payment
A pacs.008 STP was exchanged between three pilot banks. This test was added at the
request of a pilot participant during the pilot execution phase.
Test ID

TID 21

Use Case

Debtor Agent (Bank A)

STP Serial payment with •
one Intermediary

Sends CBPR+ pacs.008
•
STP over FINplus
•

Intermediary Agent 1 (Bank
B)
Consumes Multi-format
message pacs.008 STP over
FINplus
Sends pacs.008 STP to Bank
C

Intermediary
Agent 2 (Bank
D)
N/A

•
•
•

Creditor Agent (Bank
C)

Transaction Manager
expected result

Consumes Multi-format
pacs.008 STP over
FINplus
Credits the Creditor
Confirms to Tracker

Creates and updates
Transaction Copy
No specific field is updated

Note: There is no available translation rule from pacs.008 STP to MT 103 STP (see
mystandards). The In-flow Translation service translates a pacs.008 STP into a vanilla MT
103.

5.5 Transaction Screening solution (TSS)
During the Transaction Manager pilot, SWIFT took the opportunity to test incoming multiformat MX on the Creditor’s Agent sanction screening process. This test involved the
compliance department of Banorte which recently migrated to SWIFT’s new Transaction
Screening (TSS) solution.
The test allowed the bank to not only assess how flows sent from Transaction Manager
would be routed to the Transaction Screening engine, but also how the original ISO 20022
message would be screened by TSS, whilst the embedded MT 103/202/202 COV would be
used for further back-office processing.
Interaction between Transaction Manager and TSS
Banorte acted as Creditor Agent and used TSS to screen the related test messages. The
following scenarios were tested:
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Test preparation
Banorte configured its TSS test instance to generate alerts for the incoming test messages.
Test execution
- Several pacs.008 and a pacs.009 were sent to Banorte through Transaction Manager
(steps 5, 6 and 7)
- Those messages were automatically copied by SWIFT to TSS. TSS screened the
original ISO 20022 message, and a blocking alert was generated. Banorte’s compliance
team then accessed the TSS interface, reviewed the alert and allowed the message for
further processing (step 8)
- A flag indicating the status ‘allow’ was added in the header of the pacs.008/009
message as well as in the MT equivalent (step 9)
- Both the pacs.008/009, as well as the embedded MT equivalent, were then further
routed to Banorte’s messaging interface where the MT equivalent was used for further
processing in the back-office application (step 10)
Test outcome
During the Transaction Manager pilot, the compliance department of Banorte successfully
processed the test data in TSS. The screening application was able to receive all flows,
screen and raise alerts where appropriate. The entire workflow ran according to
expectations, integrated seamlessly with TSS and was agnostic to the fact that the
messages came through Transaction Manager and contained a multi-format MX.
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6 Approach for Executing Pilot Test Scenarios
Participants were grouped in twelve teams, in order to satisfy the
bulk of participants’ requests to be a Debtor/Debtor Agent,
Intermediary Agent and/or Creditor/Creditor Agent.
The Transaction Manager pilot was planned in three phases:
• Phase I (dry-run): two test scenarios covering simple customer credit and financial
institution transfers
•

Phase II (execution phase): seventeen test scenarios covering more complex customer
credit and FI transfer cases, with and without underlying cover payment

•

Phase III (contingency for test reruns and any additional test cases): one test scenario
covering the exchange of an STP customer credit transfer

For phase II and III, participants were grouped in 12 teams, composed of three to four
banks, and were assigned to the various test scenarios.
The 12 teams (A to L) executed all 18 test scenarios part of Phase II and III. The scenarios
were split into four test cycles including serial payment scenarios (seven), cover payment
scenarios (five) and FI transfer scenarios (five), STP payment (one) and scheduled during
the second and third weeks of the pilot. Week four was left open for contingency and
additional tests.
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The composition of the twelve teams and the role assignment for each pilot participant is described in
the table below.

Week 2

Week 2

Week 3

Week 3

Cycle 1

Cycle 2

Cycle 3

Cycle 4

Test ID 2 – 5

Test ID 6 – 10
*TID 8, 10

Test ID 11 – 15
*TID12

Test ID 16 - 19
*TID19

TID21
pacs.008 STP

November 2022

Team

Debtor Agent

Intermediary 1

Intermediary 2

Creditor Agent

A

Bundesbank

Wells Fargo

N/A

Banorte

B

Deutsche Bank

Emirates NBD

N/A

BNP Paribas

C

Citibank

BNY Mellon

N/A

Goldman Sachs

D

Bank of Montreal

Citibank

Société Générale*

ATB Financial

E

Société Générale

Bank Leumi

UCO*

State Bank of India

F

Wells Fargo

JPMorgan Chase

N/A

HSBC

G

Wells Fargo

HSBC

JPMorgan Chase*

Bank of Montreal

H

BNY Mellon

Emirates NBD

Société Générale*

Banorte

I

Goldman Sachs

UCO

JPMorgan Chase*

BPER BANCA

J

Goldman Sachs

Deutsche Bank

Wells Fargo*

Bank Leumi

K

JPMorgan Chase

BPER BANCA

HSBC*

Bundesbank

L

State Bank of India

BNP Paribas

Citibank*

BNY Mellon

F

Wells Fargo

JPMorgan Chase

N/A

HSBC
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7 Transaction Manager pilot summary
All twenty test scenarios were successfully executed by the 12
teams formed to execute the pilot.
Summary
The Transaction Manager pilot, executed in July 2022 by the eighteen pilot participants,
demonstrated that:
-

Participants were able to process end-to-end customer credit and financial institution
transfers, with and without underlying cover payment, with Transaction Manager
handling the message exchange and ensuring availability of the transaction data to all
participants
Transaction Manager preserved rich ISO 20022 data independently of the capabilities of
participants to process ISO 20022 and in line with the data integrity rules defined
together with the community
The In-flow Translation service ensured interoperability between MT and MX
participants, allowing participants to adopt ISO 20022 for CBPR+ at their own pace from
March 2023 to November 2025

-

Outcome of the pilot phases

The Transaction Manager pilot was planned in three phases:
•

Phase I (dry-run): two test scenarios covering simple customer credit and FI transfers
The pilot banks exchanged customer credit transfers (pacs.008) and FI transfers
(pacs.009 CORE) on FINplus Pilot Future, verified that the messages reached
Transaction Manager, and validated the reception of multi-format MX processed by
Transaction Manager, containing the <Sw:TRD>TDOK</Sw:TRD> flag in the InterAct
technical header. MT participants received a pacs message from another party,
extracted the MT and relayed the MT to the next agent, so the MT was also processed
by Transaction Manager and delivered as a pacs multi-format MX.
All messaging interfaces from pilot participants, (including SWIFT interface products as
well as several third-party interface products), successfully processed the multi-format
MX messages from Transaction Manager. One bank received a fix from its vendor.
Outcome: No operational issues were observed.

•

Phase II (execution phase): seventeen test scenarios covering more complex customer
credit and FI transfer cases, with and without underlying cover payment.
For each test scenario, banks were grouped into teams of three to four agents
according to their business role (Debtor, Debtor Agent, Intermediary, Creditor Agent,
Creditor) and ensuring that there was a mix of ISO 20022 and MT intermediaries. Each
team performed end-to-end payment transactions as per defined scenarios, with
intermediaries making updates to specific message data elements to validate
Transaction Manager’s data integrity rules. Creditor Agents have confirmed credit to the
Tracker, validating the seamless integration with gpi. The test scenarios also involved
the truncation of some data elements in the embedded MT produced by the In-flow
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Translation service. Pilot banks have validated their readiness to exchange customer
credit transfers, cover payments and FI transfers during this phase.
Outcome: 92% of the seventeen test scenarios have been successfully executed by the
pilot banks. No operational issues were observed. The remaining 8% are explained
below in the observations.
•

Phase III (contingency for test reruns and any additional test cases): one test scenario
covering the exchange of an STP customer credit transfer
Three pilot banks were grouped into an additional team to run a pacs.008 STP message
that was compliant with the specific CBPR+ STP Usage Guidelines. The test was
successful and demonstrated the ability of Transaction Manager as well as each bank’s
ability to process STP customer credit transfers.
Outcome: No operational issues were observed.
Note: given that the In-flow Translation service translates a pacs.008 STP into a vanilla
MT 103, MT Intermediaries should ensure that their own STP processing is assessed
against the content of the embedded MT 103. For example, Intermediaries must
validate that the relayed MT 103 STP message only contains BIC identifiers for agents.

Pilot findings
A summary of the findings from the Transaction Manager pilot phase. They are categorised
as follows:
-

Observations raised by pilot participants
Execution of Transaction Manager bypass and abort rules
Execution of Transaction Manager data integrity rules
Diversity of message content exchanged by participants
Observation of messages processed by a compliance team

•

A total of twenty-one observations have been raised by the pilot banks. All of them have
been analysed in detail and closed.
o Six observations were due to a SWIFT-related finding, namely in the following
areas: visualisation of transaction copy in the Tracker GUI, transaction visibility
rules and messaging. For all of these, permanent resolutions will be released
before the start of community testing of transaction management in September
2022.
o In the remaining fifteen investigations raised by customers and related to
product features, namely gpi or Transaction Manager, the product was working
as designed. These investigations had a variety of root causes linked to the pilot
bank environment: infrastructure, interface or middleware configuration,
payment engine customisation, reuse of UETR, gpi rulebook infringement, XML
data processing, invalid input pacs message or operational process.
To address the questions raised by the pilot participants, clarifications to the
relevant documentation and knowledge base tips will be published before the
start of the transaction management community testing.

•

Transaction Manager business validation rules (Bypass and Abort): when messages are
not validated against specific rules, Transaction Manager forwards the message ‘as is’
to the next agent without processing it (by-pass) or aborts the transaction. Although out
of scope of pilot scenarios, these validation rules were tested as part of the pilot:
o Bypass rules: during the pilot testing phase, many pilot banks were conducting
internal ISO 20022 for CBPR+ readiness activities, leading to thousands of
messages being routed to Transaction Manager. Many of those messages were
recycling the same UETR and have been consequently bypassed by
Transaction Manager, in line with the defined business validation rules.
o Abort rules: one transaction has led to an Abort
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Transaction Manager aborted a pacs.009 COV message after verifying
the underlying payment details against the original advice pacs.008, in
line with the defined business validation rule. The differences between
the two payments exceeded the acceptable threshold and the cover
flow was aborted. The Debtor received an xsys.012 Abort Notification
system message on FINplus Pilot Future with the abort reason.
Overall, out of the 53,000 messages processed by Transaction Manager during
the pilot, about half have been successfully processed inside Transaction
Manager and the other half were bypassed as expected. No message was lost
or blocked. This proved the business continuity of the Transaction Manager
service and brings confidence before the start of community testing.
▪

o

•

Transaction Manager data integrity rules: data integrity rules were tested as part of the
test scenarios executed by the pilot banks. This included attempts from intermediaries
to edit ‘locked’ data elements where Transaction Manager reinstates the original data as
provided by the previous agent as well as updates from intermediaries on ‘editable’,
‘conditionally editable’ and ‘synchronized’ fields. In all cases, the execution of the
Transaction Manager data integrity rules was in line with the expected behaviour
developed with the community and described in the Transaction Manager Business
Processing rules document. The pilot highlighted a few potential improvements to the
existing Transaction Manager rules and translation rules that will be further discussed
with the community.

•

While test scenarios were defined and sample messages were provided in advance to
pilot participant, each team exchanged slightly different messages, as generated by
their payment applications. In all cases, Transaction Manager processed those variants
in line with pilot banks’ expectations.

•

During the pilot, the compliance department of a pilot bank using SWIFT’s Transaction
Screening Solution (TSS) successfully validated their test data, demonstrating that the
TSS product can seamlessly process messages that are part of a Transaction Manager
flow.

Additional lessons learned
Three additional learnings are worth mentioning:
•

Knowledge of CBPR+ usage guidelines
Interactions with the pilot banks have highlighted that creating valid MX messages
compliant with CBPR+ Usage Guidelines is not straightforward. Furthermore, during the
coexistence period, banks will need to increase their business knowledge of ISO 20022
message processes, for example on the roles of the different Agents taking part in a
transaction, as they are very different from the traditional MT parties.
As part of supporting the community during the adoption of ISO 20022 for
CBPR+, SWIFT has already developed a set of CBPR+ dedicated SWIFTSmart
modules. More highly specified modules will be added on top of the current suite
on ISO 20022 for CBPR+.

•

Addressing considerations in the test environment
In the test environment, FIN uses test BIC0 for addressing purposes while FINplus uses
live BICs. When a FIN leg is processed by Transaction Manager and delivered as an
ISO 20022 message to the next agent, Transaction Manager needs to build the
Requestor and Responder DNs using the BIC0 provided in the original FIN message.
Similarly, when the In-flow Translation service builds the embedded MT, it needs to
generate the BIC0 of the Sender/Receiver of the embedded MT based on the
Requestor/Responder Distinguished Names (DNs) of the corresponding ISO 20022
message. Both the In-flow Translation service and Transaction Manager make use of a
four-level DN construct to maintain the relationship between the FIN test BICs and the
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FINplus live DNs using a specific naming convention
(ou=testbic0,ou=xxx,o=livebic,o=swift). Customers must make sure their interfaces are
configured to accept and route such inbound messages properly. All details are
described in the Transaction Manager Operations Guide.
Customers must thoroughly configure their interface or middleware and test this
feature as from the start of community testing.
•

Back-office and application readiness for consuming XML documents
CBPR+ ISO XML documents may contain XML namespace definitions that are
transparently accepted by all XML parsers.
Example: this XML element with the namespace head
<head:AppHdr xmlns:head="urn:iso:std:iso:20022:tech:xsd:head.001.001.02">
<head:Fr>
<head:FIId>
<head:FinInstnId>
<head:BICFI>BIC4BEBB</head:BICFI>
</head:FinInstnId>
</head:FIId>
</head:Fr>

is semantically identical to this one

<AppHdr xmlns="urn:iso:std:iso:20022:tech:xsd:head.001.001.02">
<Fr>
<FIId>
<FinInstnId>
<BICFI>BIC4BEBB</BICFI>
</FinInstnId>
</FIId>
</Fr>

Transaction Manager uses specific namespaces for the business application header
(head) and for the body (pacs). For ISO 20022 messages, other namespaces can be
used by the sending institution. Therefore, applications like middleware, payment
engine, translation modules, sanction and OFAC filter, must be designed to
transparently process any XML namespace. All details are described in the Transaction
Manager Operations Guide.
Customers must thoroughly validate the processing of inbound MX with a defined
namespace either sent by a counterparty or received from Transaction Manager.
All operational systems, interfaces, middleware, translation modules,
investigation processes, OFAC, AML, archiving must be tested.
Evidence of some interesting transactions executed as part of the pilot and highlighting the
role of Transaction Manager can be found in the appendix section.
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8 Appendix - Messages in scope
Messages in scope of the Transaction Manager pilot phase in July 2022.

ISO 20022 MX

MT equivalent

pacs.008

103

pacs.008 STP

103

pacs.009 CORE

202

pacs.009 COV

202 COV

Note: All translation rules from ISO 20022 for CBPR+ to FIN approved by the CBPR+
working group are available and published on MyStandards
There is no available translation rule from pacs.008 STP to MT 103 STP (see mystandards).
Therefore the pacs.008 STP translates to vanilla MT 103.
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9 Appendix – Glossary
Definitions used in the scope of this document
Important
Data elements that are part of the ISO 20022 model are not explicitly explained in this
document. Customers can find more information regarding such data elements in the
MyStandards documentation.

Term
Cross-Border Payments and Reporting Plus
(CBPR+)

Definition
The market practice working group that was formed by SWIFT in January
2019 to formulate common guidelines for the use of ISO 20022 messages
for cross-border payments and cash reporting. The market practice
guidelines are published at www.swift.com > mystandards.
In the context of this document, CBPR+ refers to CBPR+ 2.1 guidelines.

[Payment] Market Infrastructure (MI / PMI)

A multilateral system among participating institutions, including the operator
of the system, used for the purpose of clearing, settling or recording
payments, securities, derivatives, or other financial transactions. This
includes, for example, payment systems such as real-time gross settlement
systems and automated clearing houses, central counterparties, central
securities depositories, securities settlement systems and trade
repositories.
In this document a Market Infrastructure refers to the operator of a
Payments Market Infrastructure.

MT

A traditional message type for use on the SWIFT network.

MX

An XML message definition for use on the SWIFT network. SWIFT creates
MX based on the ISO 20022 methodology.

Multi-format MX

A message containing a translated MT within a related MX.

Transaction Copy

Unique end-to-end transaction reference
(UETR)

Transaction Manager maintains a single, central copy of complete
transaction data. The data in the transaction copy is built up throughout the
transaction life cycle in accordance with the data integrity rules (for
example, locked data is protected in the transaction copy and any change
attempts are discarded).
A unique end-to-end transaction reference. This reference contains a
Universally Unique IDentifier (UUID) compliant with version 4 of standard
RFC4122.

(SWIFT tracking reference)
FINplus

FIN

Data integrity rules

ACCC
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FINplus delivers the SWIFT core, store-and-forward, message-processing
service to support secure and reliable exchange of ISO 20022 messages
between financial institutions. It provides financial institutions that are
currently using the FIN service to exchange financial transactions in MT
format, with the necessary environment to exchange the richer ISO 20022
format messages.
In the scope of messaging applications, the financial messaging application,
together with the General Purpose Application, makes up the FIN service. In
the scope of messaging services, the messaging service that enables the
secure and reliable exchange of MT messages works in store-and-forward
mode. User-to-user, user-to- SWIFT, and SWIFT-to-user messages are
sent and received within the FIN service (that is, within both the General
Purpose Application and the FIN application).
After a message successfully passes business validations and is accepted
by Transaction Manager for processing, specific data elements are
compared against the transaction copy. To ensure data integrity,
Transaction Manager takes action per each in-scope data element to accept
change(s) or discard change(s) and reinstate previously held data.
Confirmation code sent by a gpi customer or a non-gpi customer to the
Tracker indicating that the Creditor is credited (Accepted).
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Note: The Transaction Manager behaviour for each test case is described in section 6.

10.1

Customer Credit Transfer
TID1 End-to-end Serial Payment
Test Scenario Summary
Used only in pilot dry run
Serial payment: this is a two-party payment, a pacs.008 from Debtor Agent to Creditor
Agent.

Creditor Agent behaviour: receives pacs.008 and with embedded MT 103, credits the
Creditor and sends confirmation to the Tracker.
TID2 Serial Payment with one Intermediary
Test Scenario Summary
Vanilla test case. Intermediary omits clearing code
Serial payment: this is a three-party payment, a pacs.008 from Debtor Agent to Intermediary
Agent. The Intermediary Agent then forwards a pacs.008 or MT 103 to the Creditor Agent
whilst omitting the clearing code.

Intermediary Agent behaviour: receives pacs.008 with embedded MT 103 and forwards
outgoing message (pacs.008 or MT 103) to Creditor Agent and omits the clearing code.
Creditor Agent behaviour: receives pacs.008 with embedded MT 103, credits the Creditor
and sends confirmation to the Tracker.
TID3 Serial Payment with one Intermediary
Test Scenario Summary
Change Settlement Date
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Serial payment: this is a three-party payment, a pacs.008 from Debtor Agent to Intermediary
Agent. The Intermediary Agent changes the settlement date and forwards a pacs.008 or MT
103 to the Creditor Agent.

Intermediary Agent behaviour: receives pacs.008 with embedded MT 103, changes the
settlement date and forwards outgoing message (pacs.008 or MT 103) to Creditor Agent.
Creditor Agent behaviour: receives pacs.008 with embedded MT 103, credits the Creditor
and sends confirmation to the Tracker.
TID4 Serial Payment with one Intermediary
Test Scenario Summary
Change the Charge Bearer
Serial payment, this is a three-party payment, a pacs.008 from Debtor Agent to Intermediary
Agent. The Intermediary Agent changes the charge bearer and forwards a pacs.008 or MT
103 to the Creditor Agent.

Intermediary Agent behaviour: receives pacs.008 with embedded MT 103, changes the
charge bearer from DEBT/OUR to SHAR/SHA and forwards outgoing message (pacs.008 or
MT 103) to Creditor Agent.
Creditor Agent behaviour: receives pacs.008 with embedded MT 103, credits the Creditor
and sends confirmation to the Tracker.
TID5 Serial Payment with one Intermediary
Test Scenario Summary
From Structured to Unstructured Remittance
Serial payment: this is a three-party payment, a pacs.008 from Debtor Agent to Intermediary
Agent. The Intermediary Agent changes the Remittance Information from structured to
unstructured and sends a pacs.008 or MT 103 to the Creditor Agent.
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Intermediary Agent behaviour: receives pacs.008 with embedded MT 103, changes the
Remittance Information from structured to unstructured and forwards outgoing message
(pacs.008 or MT 103) to Creditor Agent.
Creditor Agent behaviour: receives pacs.008 with embedded MT 103, credits the Creditor
and sends confirmation to the Tracker.
TID6 Serial Payment with one Intermediary
Test Scenario Summary
Changes Ultimate Creditor
Serial payment: this is a three-party payment, a pacs.008 from Debtor Agent to Intermediary
Agent. The Intermediary Agent changes the Ultimate Creditor.

Intermediary Agent behaviour: receives pacs.008 with embedded MT 103. The Intermediary
Agent prepares a pacs.008 and changes the Ultimate Creditor. Alternatively, an MT 103 is
forwarded to the Creditor Agent, changing the value of /ULTB/ in Field 70.
Creditor Agent behaviour: receives pacs.008 with embedded MT 103, credits the Creditor
and sends confirmation to the Tracker.
TID7 Update (delete) of the Intermediary in the payment chain
Test Scenario Summary
Changes the party in the transaction chain
Serial payment: this is a three-party payment, a pacs.008 from Debtor Agent to Intermediary
Agent. The Intermediary Agent deletes the second Intermediary Agent and instead forwards
the pacs.008 or MT 103 to the Creditor Agent.
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Intermediary Agent behaviour: receives pacs.008 with embedded MT 103. The Intermediary
Agent deletes the second Intermediary Agent and forwards the pacs.008 or MT 103 to the
Creditor Agent.
Creditor Agent behaviour: receives pacs.008 with embedded MT 103, credits the Creditor
and sends confirmation to the Tracker.
TID8 New Intermediary Agent added.
Test Scenario Summary
Intermediary forwards to the new Intermediary Agent
Serial payment: this is a four-party payment, a pacs.008 from Debtor Agent to the first
Intermediary Agent. The first Intermediary Agent adds another Intermediary Agent and
forwards the pacs.008 or MT 103 to this second Intermediary Agent. Second Intermediary
Agent forwards pacs.008 or MT 103 to the Creditor Agent.

First Intermediary Agent behaviour: receives pacs.008 with embedded MT 103. The
Intermediary Agent adds the second Intermediary agent and forwards the pacs.008 or MT
103 to this second Intermediary Agent.
Second Intermediary Agent behaviour: receives pacs.008 with embedded MT 103. The
second Intermediary Agent forwards a pacs.008 or MT 103 to the Creditor Agent.
Creditor Agent behaviour: receives pacs.008 with embedded MT 103, credits the Creditor
and sends confirmation to the Tracker.
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Cover payments
Note: the notification of credit was out of scope of the pilot and was not sent by the Cover
Creditor Agent (camt.054, MT 910). The Creditor Agent did act as if they received this
notification from their account servicing agent and confirmed the credit of funds to the
creditor’s account to the Tracker.
TID9 Cover Payment with one intermediary
Test Scenario Summary
Vanilla test case - Cover Creditor’s account held at Intermediary
Three party payment with cover: Debtor Agent sends pacs.008 directly to the Creditor Agent
(no account relationship). The Debtor Agent sends the pacs.009 COV cover payment to the
Cover Creditor Agent to credit the Creditor’s account. The Cover Creditor Agent serves an
account for the underlying payment Creditor Agent and sends a confirmation of credit MT
910 or camt.054 to the underlying payment Creditor Agent.

Cover Creditor Agent behaviour: receives and processes pacs.009 COV with embedded MT
202. The Intermediary Agent forwards the confirmation of credit MT 910 or camt.054 to the
underlying payment Creditor Agent.
Creditor Agent behaviour: receives pacs.008 with embedded MT 103. Once it receives the
confirmation of credit, the Creditor Agent credits the Creditor and sends confirmation to the
Tracker.
TID10 Cover payment through two Cover Agents
Test Scenario Summary
Vanilla test case
Four-party payment with cover. Debtor Agent sends a pacs.008 directly to the Creditor
Agent (no account relationship). The Debtor Agent sends the pacs.009 COV cover payment
to the Cover Debtor Agent. Cover Debtor Agent forwards pacs.009 COV or MT 202 COV to
Cover Creditor Agent to credit the Creditor Agent’s account. The Cover Creditor Agent
serves an account for the Creditor Agent and sends a confirmation of credit MT 910 or
camt.054 to the Creditor Agent.
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Cover Debtor Agent behaviour: receives and processes pacs.009 COV with embedded MT
202. The Cover Debtor Agent forwards a pacs.009 COV or MT 202 COV to the Cover
Creditor Agent.
Cover Creditor Agent behaviour: receives and processes pacs.009 COV with embedded MT
202. The Cover Creditor Agent forwards the confirmation of credit MT 910 or camt.054 to
the underlying payment Creditor Agent.
Creditor Agent behaviour: receives pacs.008 with embedded MT 103. Once they receive the
confirmation of credit, they credit the Creditor and sends confirmation to the Tracker.
TID11 End customer credited without receiving the Cover payment
Test Scenario Summary
Three-party payment with cover: Debtor Agent sends a pacs.008 directly to the Creditor
Agent (no account relationship). The Debtor Agent sends the pacs.009 COV cover payment
to the Cover Debtor Agent. Cover Debtor Agent delays processing the cover payment and
sending a confirmation of credit MT 910 or camt.054 to the Creditor Agent.

Cover Creditor Agent behaviour: receives pacs.009 COV with embedded MT 202. The
Cover Creditor Agent does not immediately process the cover payment and forwards the
confirmation of credit MT 910 or camt.054 to the Creditor Agent with a delay.
Creditor Agent behaviour: receives pacs.008 with embedded MT 103, credits the Creditor
and sends confirmation to the Tracker prior to receipt of camt.054 or MT910. Potentially
opens an investigation about the missing cover payment.
TID12 Cover payment where a new Cover Creditor Agent is added by Cover Debtor
Agent
Test Scenario Summary
Four-party payment with cover: Debtor Agent sends a pacs.008 directly to the Creditor
Agent (no account relationship). The Debtor Agent sends the pacs.009 COV cover payment
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to the Cover Debtor Agent. Cover Debtor Agent adds the Cover Creditor Agent and
forwards a pacs.009 COV or MT 202 COV to the Cover Creditor Agent. The Cover Creditor
Agent receives the pacs.009 COV with embedded MT 202 COV, processes it and sends a
confirmation of credit MT 910 or camt.054 to the underlying payment Creditor Agent.

Cover Debtor Agent behaviour: receives pacs.009 COV with embedded MT 202 COV. The
Cover Debtor Agent adds the Cover Creditor Agent and forwards a pacs.009 COV or an MT
202 COV to the Cover Creditor Agent.
Cover Creditor Agent behaviour: receives and processes pacs.009 COV with embedded MT
202 COV. They then forward the confirmation of credit MT 910 or camt.054 to the
underlying payment Creditor Agent.
Creditor Agent behaviour: receives pacs.008 with embedded MT 103. Once they receive the
confirmation of credit, they credit the Creditor and sends confirmation to the Tracker.
TID13 Send Cover Payment before sending the credit transfer advice message
Test Scenario Summary
Underlying Customer Credit Transfer sent D+1
Three-party payment with cover: The Debtor Agent sends the pacs.009 COV cover payment
to the Cover Debtor Agent prior to sending the pacs.008 to the Creditor Agent. Cover Debtor
Agent sends a confirmation of credit MT 910 or camt.054 to the underlying payment Creditor
Agent who receives the underlying pacs.008 subsequently (D+1).

Cover Debtor: sends pacs.009 COV to Cover Debtor Agent. At D+1 sends pacs.008 to
Creditor Agent
Cover Debtor Agent behaviour: receives and processes pacs.009 COV with embedded MT
202 COV. They forward the confirmation of credit MT 910 or camt.054 to the Creditor Agent.
Creditor Agent behaviour: receives confirmation of credit MT 910 or camt.054 prior to
receiving pacs.008. Upon subsequent receipt of pacs.008 Creditor Agent credits the
Creditor and sends confirmation to the Tracker.
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Appendix – Test scenarios

FI transfer
TID14 Financial Institution Transfer with no intermediaries
Test Scenario Summary
Used only in pilot dry run
Two-party payment: Debtor sends pacs.009 with embedded MT 202 to the Creditor.

Creditor behaviour: receives pacs.009 with embedded MT 202. Sends confirmation to the
Tracker.
TID15 Financial Institution Transfer with one Debtor Agent
Test Scenario Summary
Vanilla test case
Three-party payment: Debtor sends pacs.009 to the Debtor Agent. Debtor Agent receives
pacs.009 with embedded MT 202 and forwards pacs.009 or MT 202 to the Creditor Agent.

Debtor Agent behaviour: receives pacs.009 with embedded MT 202. Forwards pacs.009
(SettlementMethod INDA) or MT 202 to Creditor.
Creditor behaviour: receives pacs.009 with embedded MT 202. Sends confirmation to the
Tracker.
TID16 Financial Institution Transfer with one Debtor Agent
Test Scenario Summary
Change a Party field
Three-party payment: Debtor sends pacs.009 to the Debtor Agent. Debtor Agent receives
pacs.009 with embedded MT 202 and forwards pacs.009 or MT 202 to the Creditor with
changes to Creditor field from Name and Address to BIC.
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Debtor Agent behaviour: receives pacs.009 with embedded MT 202. Changes Creditor from
Name and Address to BIC and forwards pacs.009 (SettlementMethod INDA) or MT 202 to
Creditor.
Creditor behaviour: Creditor receives pacs.009 with embedded MT 202 and sends
confirmation to the Tracker.
TID17 Financial Institution Transfer with one Intermediary
Test Scenario Summary
Omits Remittance
Three-party payment: Debtor sends pacs.009 to the Debtor Agent. Debtor Agent receives
pacs.009 with embedded MT 202 and forwards pacs.009 or MT 202 to the Creditor without
Remittance Information.

Debtor Agent behaviour: Debtor Agent receives pacs.009 with embedded MT 202. Debtor
Agent forwards pacs.009 (SettlementMethod INDA) or MT 202 to Creditor without
Remittance Information.
Creditor behaviour: Creditor receives pacs.009 with embedded MT 202 and sends
confirmation to the Tracker.
TID18 Financial Institution Transfer with one Intermediary
Test Scenario Summary
Modified Remittance
Three-party payment: Debtor sends pacs.009 to the Debtor Agent. Debtor Agent receives
pacs.009 with embedded MT 202 and forwards pacs.009 or MT 202 to the Creditor with
changes to Remittance Information.
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Debtor Agent behaviour: Debtor Agent receives pacs.009 with embedded MT 202. MT
Agent sends MT 202 without amendments. ISO Agent sends pacs.009 (SettlementMethod
INDA) with modified Remittance Information.
Creditor behaviour: Creditor receives pacs.009 with embedded MT 202 and sends
confirmation to the Tracker.
TID19 Create new Intermediary in the payment chain
Test Scenario Summary
Four-party payment: Debtor sends pacs.009 to the Debtor Agent. Debtor Agent receives
pacs.009 with embedded MT 202 and introduces a new Creditor Agent. Debtor Agent
forwards pacs.009 or MT 202 to the Creditor Agent who credits the Creditor’s account and
confirms to the Tracker. Creditor Agent forwards pacs.009 or MT 202 to Creditor.

Debtor Agent behaviour: Debtor Agent receives pacs.009 with embedded MT 202. Debtor
Agent adds new Creditor Agent and sends pacs.009 (SettlementMethod INDA) or MT 202.
Creditor Agent behaviour: Creditor Agent receives and processes pacs.009 with embedded
MT 202 and sends confirmation to the Tracker. Forwards pacs.009 or MT 202 to Creditor.
Creditor behaviour: receives pacs.009 with embedded MT 202.

10.4

STP payment
TID21 pacs.008 STP with one Intermediary
Test Scenario Summary
Three-party payment: Debtor Agent sends pacs.008 STP to Intermediary Agent.
Intermediary Agent receives pacs.008 STP with embedded MT 103 and forwards pacs.008
STP to Creditor Agent.
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Intermediary Agent behaviour: Intermediary Agent receives pacs.008 STP with embedded
MT 103 and forwards the pacs.008 STP to Creditor Agent.
Creditor Agent behaviour: Creditor Agent receives pacs.008 STP with embedded MT 103,
credits the Creditor and sends confirmation to the Tracker.
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Test Evidence
In the scenario evidence, the color code is interpreted as follows.

11.1

Serial payment with one MT Intermediary
As part of Team B, Deutsche Bank were acting as a Debtor Agent, Emirates NBD as an Intermediary Agent and BNP Paribas as a Creditor Agent.
Under Test Case ID TMT0503/DEDE/USD, Deutsche Bank sent a pacs.008 to Emirates NBD. The pacs.008 message was received by Emirates
NBD who processed the received multi-format message and sent the MT 103 to BNP Paribas.
The diagram shows the data sent by Debtor Agent, the MT 103 sent by Intermediary and the multi-format pacs.008 received by the Creditor Agent.
The In-flow Translation service stored the EndToEndId in field 70 and could not copy the Structured Remittance Information, which translates by
“SRI/+” in the MT 103 forwarded by Emirates NBD. Emirates NBD added a Regulatory Reporting in field 77B.
In the pacs.008 received by BNP Paribas, Transaction Manager inserted the message priority coming from the FIN header (not displayed), the
charges added by Emirates and the element RgltryRptg. The Creditor is an editable field and the information provided in the MT 103 was reflected
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in the Cdtr element. This example shows that a Structured editable field in the source MX is modified when received by the Creditor Agent, when
an MT Intermediary is providing an updated value.
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Embedded MT 103 received by BNP Paribas.

11.2

Serial payment between three ISO 20022 agents
As part of Team F, Wells Fargo were acting as a Debtor Agent, JPMorgan Chase as an Intermediary Agent and HSBC as a Creditor Agent.
Under Test Case ID TMT0802/WFU2/USD, Wells Fargo sent a pacs.008 to JPMorgan Chase. The pacs.008 message was received by JPMorgan
Chase who processed and sent the modified pacs.008 to HSBC.
The diagram shows the data sent by Debtor Agent, the pacs.008 sent by Intermediary and the multi-format pacs.008 received by the Creditor
Agent. The Debtor Structured address was converted to Unstructured by JPMorgan Chase, and Transaction Manager delivered the original
Structured address as this element is conditionally editable. JPMorgan Chase modified the DebtorAccount and Transaction Manager delivered the
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original value with this element being conditionally editable. Other elements added by JPMorgan Chase were editable and delivered as provided
by the last sender.
In the pacs.008 received by HSBC, the In-flow Translation service issued a TRAK translation result code as several MX fields could not be copied
to the MT (less rich).
Note: the TRAK description of the In-flow Translation service will be enhanced to provide the full path of the field that was ignored. Here is an
example of the enhanced translation output:
"errors": [
{
"code": "TRAK",
"message": "IGNORED.T0000M Input content is ignored.\r\nValue '<pacs:Ccy>USD</pacs:Ccy>' has been dropped.",
Input path: Document/FIToFICstmrCdtTrf/CdtTrfTxInf/DbtrAcct/Ccy
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Embedded MT 103 received by HSBC.
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11.3

Test Evidence

Cover payment between four ISO 20022 agents
As part of Team G, Wells Fargo were acting as a Debtor Agent and Bank of Montreal as Creditor Agent, while HSBC were acting as Cover Debtor
Agent and JPMorgan Chase as Cover Creditor Agent.
Under Test Case ID TMT1202/WFU2/GBP, Wells Fargo sent a pacs.008 advice to Bank of Montreal, followed by a cover payment pacs.009 COV
to HSBC. HSBC added a new Cover Creditor Agent JPMorgan Chase and relayed the cover payment to JPMorgan Chase who credited the
account of the Bank of Montreal.
This evidence shows the initial pacs.008 sent by Wells Fargo, followed by the two pacs.009 COV legs, and finally the pacs.009 COV received by
JPMorgan Chase after Transaction Manager processing. The synchronised data elements between the pacs.008 advice and the Underlying credit
transfer elements of the cover payment are clearly highlighted as they are restored from the transaction copy.
In the pacs.009 COV received by HSBC (Bank B), the In-flow Translation service issued TRAK translation result codes as several MX fields could
not be copied to the MT 202 COV (less rich).
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Embedded MT 202 COV received by Cover Debtor Agent HSBC
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11.4

Test Evidence

Financial Institution transfer
As part of Team J, Goldman Sachs were acting as a Debtor, Deutsche Bank as Debtor Agent, Wells Fargo as Creditor Agent and Bank Leumi as
Creditor.
Under Test Case ID PILOTTEST19, Goldman Sachs sent a pacs.009 CORE to Deutsche Bank, who relayed to Wells Fargo, who forwarded the
pacs.009 CORE to Bank Leumi. Goldman Sachs sent its MX with a ‘Doc’ namespace.
The Creditor was initially identified by Name and Address and modified to a BIC by Deutsche Bank. Deutsche Bank did not relay DebtorAgent and
CreditorAgent elements which were editable elements. Wells Fargo received DebtorAgent details restored from the transaction copy (conditionally
editable) and finally, Bank Leumi received the CreditorAgent details also restored from transaction copy (conditionally editable).
In the pacs.008 received by Bank Leumi, the In-flow Translation service issued a TRAK translation result code as the DebtorAgent Account was
not copied to the MT 103 (less rich).
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Embedded MT 103 received by Bank Leumi.
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